Traynor Nabs SGA Presidency
Doucette, Hodde, Sova Also Claim Wins

By Roberta Kuehl
Aston News Editor

Ken Traynor was elected to the student government association presidency last week, with Danny Sullivan,secretary of vice-president, treasurer and treasurer. Doucette, Dawn Sova and Joanne winning with Traynor were Greg.

The chairman of the Board of Higher Education has requested that each state college make a statement concerning rights and responsibilities on the college campus. In complying with this request no reflection is intended on any of the groups on the college campus. Nothing but cooperation, reasonableness and goodwill has been displayed by our local organizations. I have the utmost confidence that these attitudes will continue if we are able to make the improvements which are called for by our changing society.

Certainly much still needs to be done, and the very machinery which was created to try to increase participation may in itself become cumbersome. There can be no doubt about the rights of individual members of our community to speak their own minds on all issues. Of course, our college groups can also assemble freely and without inhibition. Certain areas on the campus are also available for groups to demonstrate more dramatically their feelings regarding issues. No acts against individuals or groups who are exercising their right of free speech and peaceful, non-disruptive assembly can be tolerated on our campus. This method of involvement to create change is of course completely legitimate, and individuals and groups should continue to feel free to contact administrators at any time.

This emerging system of democratic involvement with the protection of both majority and minority rights can only survive, however, if there are some standards which protect the system itself. No individual or group who decides to cause change through disruptive or violent means áll...
Dungan Claims S-511 Action Dangerous
To Higher Education

"The Senate's approval of a S-511 is hazardous and detrimental to the best interests of higher education," said Charles Dungan, president of Montclair State College, today. "The Senate action moves strongly in the direction of making trustee appointments political plums and is an affront to the present Board of Higher Education and members of the college boards of trustees," he said.

Senate bill 511, which passed the Senate on March 17 with only two dissenting votes (Senators Woodcock and Schiff) strips the Board of Higher Education of the power which it now enjoys to appoint trustees to New Jersey state colleges. Under S-511, the Governor would appoint trustees with the advice and consent of the Senate. The bill was referred to the Assembly Education Committee.

"The Higher Education Act of 1966 contains the clear mandate of all public institutions of higher education to accomplish their educational responsibilities for the development and management of a system of higher education, including special direct programs for the state colleges, without the authority to designate the key people who must make the system work," said Dungan.

"There is no doubt that the Legislature has important responsibilities with respect to the oversight of higher education," the Chancellor said, "but it oversteps the bounds of prudence and propriety when it brings politics into education or attempts to usurp decisions which are properly the responsibility of the educational community itself."

SPU Teach-In Focuses
On Vietnam War Racism

Racism in Vietnam is the topic of a program being presented by the Student Peace Union (SPU) this Friday. The movie, "No Vietnamese Ever Called Me Nigger," will be shown by the SPU and various speakers will be present. The Coalition of Concern is a supporter of this program.

"No Vietnamese Ever Called Me Nigger," which was made by the National Student Association, deals with the role of Blacks in the Vietnam War. The star of the film, ex-GI Darwin James, will be one of the program’s speakers. James will talk about his role in the film, and his experiences in Vietnam and as an ex-GI.

Jimmy Johnson, who is a member of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, will also speak. Representatives from the Rutgers-Newark BACS are scheduled to speak about student occupation of buildings. Captain Nichols, a member of the Newark Black Panthers, is a tentative speaker.

At the end of the program the speakers will debate with, and answer questions from, anyone in the audience who wishes to discuss the topic of racism in Vietnam. The formal program, which will be held in the Fine Arts building, room 135 will last from 9 to 11 a.m., but time for questions and debate will be unlimited.

The speakers for this program will also be present at a later program at Bloomfield College on the same day. Bloomfield College’s program will start at 8 p.m.

Kerr Lecture on Problems
of Nation’s Universities

Clark Kerr, former president of the University of California at Berkeley, will be the speaker at a CLUB-sponsored lecture concerning the role of today’s institutions of higher education on April 10.

Kerr, a native of Los Angeles, California school during the riots resulting from the Free Speech Movement in 1964. That student demonstration is now considered the first of those that have become a national movement.

As a result of the crisis, Kerr was removed by his appointment by Gov. Ronald Reagan. Since then, the educator has taken the position of chairman of the Carnegie Foundation for Higher Education. Here he is in an essentially advisory capacity.

Kerr’s lecture, entitled "The Best of Times, The Worst of Times," will last an entire day he will spend on Montclair’s campus. Prior to the lecture, he will speak with student groups.

The Montclair State College concert band, under the direction of Mr. William Shadel, will present its second concert of the semester on March 27, at 8:30 in Memorial Auditorium.

The concert will include contemporary works as well as classical selections. Among the more contemporary pieces will be the "Parologue" from West Side Story and selections from the Broadway play Man of La Mancha.

Some American folk songs are also scheduled for the program in the form of "Spoon River." More traditional works will also be presented such as "Passacaglia" and "Fugue" by Johann Sebastian Bach. Finally, two compositions by Grainger are scheduled, "Irish Tune" and "Shepherd's Hey."

Charlton and Inax, head of the California Student Anti War Committee, will be the guest of honor. He is also a member of California’s National Coordinating Committee. Karl, a member of the Black Panther Party, will also be here.

The concert is being sponsored by MOO as one of a series planned throughout the year. Later in the spring, MOO will present its annual Composer Symposium with guest conductor Alan Hovhaness.
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CHRIS WHITE QUINTET: Scheduled for tonight at 8 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium, this progressive jazz group will offer a combined lecture and concert, under the auspices of CLUB. Chris White, leader and bass player, will direct his group combining the tenor sax, trumpet and flugel horn, drum and piano. Mark Rudnick is CLUB lecture chairman for the event.

The Montclair State College annual Composers Symposium with guest conductor Alan Hovhaness.

"The Parables of Peanuts" by Robert L. Short

"The Parables of Peanuts" is a wonderful collection of quotes and is a real delight to read from beginning to end. I could not put it down. - CHARLES M. SCHULZ, Creator of Peanuts
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The construction of the proposed new student union building at MSC, on the drawing board for years, will begin this September. This was announced by Mr. Vincent Calabrese, director of business services, at a meeting of administration and students on March 18. The meeting was called to form a committee with representatives from different areas of the college community to assist in the final planning and support of the new building.

Mr. Jon McKnight, director of student activities, commented that it will be difficult to arouse the apathetic student enthusiasm in this area. He believes that student apathy is due to the dormitory life and the idea of a new student building because it has been planned for many years and many students have come and gone without seeing anything concrete accomplished. He believes that it is essential for students to be enthusiastic about the center in order for it to be a success.

It was revealed at the meeting, that barring any unforeseen circumstances, the construction will take 18 months. The new student union building, or campus center, will have a total construction cost of $3,663,000. The architect, chosen in 1966, is Charles A. Luckmann Associates who also designed the new Madison Square Garden. McKnight said that he has seen their work before and he is "very impressed."

Money for the construction of the building will come from the Educational Facilities Authority as the state's bonds, or bond money for facilities of this nature through the sale of bonds at six per cent interest. Calabrese stated that the debt will be paid off in 38 years. The college is applying for a federal grant that would pay off three per cent of the interest. However, McKnight cautioned that these grants are difficult to obtain, as union buildings are classified as low priority facilities.

The building will be self-performing — it will pay for itself through charges made for services. The 18-month construction period, the $395,000 to $152,000, a "bare minimum." Through funds like the Margin for Excellence and TUB income, the college has $520,000 to begin construction. Mr. Raymond Slover, assistant dean of students, stated that although the college had thousands of dollars in the early '60's, it was felt by those concerned that it would be best to wait until there were enough funds to do it "right."

With a $3.5 million student union on campus, it will be necessary to charge a yearly student union fee for all students. In a study conducted by McKnight, it was found that the average student union fee among other colleges ranges from $30-$60. Calabrese revealed that according to his estimate, the MSC student union would pay a $35 union fee yearly. This fee is subject to the approval of the Educational Facilities Authority. This would constitute a $31 increase in fees as the students of now only pays a $2 War Memorial Bond fee each semester. With the new building, the old $4 yearly fee would be eliminated.

McKnight, justifying the fee, believes that although it seems "like a lot of money . . . we're going to get a lot from it." He cited that this building will be the "only place on campus, outside of Chapin Hall lounge, that the student can think of as 'first class.'" There will be no institutional furniture or second-rate architecture.

For the first time, McKnight continued, the campus will have somewhere to hold a real dance. The ballroom will accommodate 600 at a dance and 400 for a formal dinner. A 600 seat snack bar and eight bowling alleys are planned as well as a bookstore three times the size in the same area and storage as the existing one.

The third level of the center will be administrative offices. Included in this will be a publications suite and "mini-offices" for all organizations on campus not large enough for regular offices. These "mini-offices" will entail a file cabinet and desk-type cubicle that can be closed up and looked after.

Calabrese stressed that it is important to construct the facility this year. With rising costs, there will be an eight to 10 per cent increase every year it is postponed.

### Campus Photos Subject of Student Competition

A campus photography competition, with a top prize of $50, has been announced by the office of public information. Second prize will be $25 and third, $10.

Any Montclair State student is eligible to enter. Entries should consist of from one to five eight-by-ten black and white prints of some subject connected with the college or its activities, such as campus scenes, sports and other special events, classes or labs in session, social affairs and dramas and music presentations.

Entries should be mounted separately and submitted to the office of public information no later than May 8, 1969. From May 12 through 23, they will be exhibited in the lobby of Memorial Auditorium. A jury of outside judges will select the winners during that time. Judging will be based upon artistic expression, originality and technical ability.

All entries become the property of the office of public information. However, if they are ever used in publications, credit will be given to the photographers, according to Mrs. Mary McKnight, coordinator of public information.

Further information may be obtained from Mrs. McKnight, Room 208, College Hall.
Congratulations, But...

The recent MONTCLARION suggestion for evening SGA meetings should be institutionalized in Student Government's Future legislature. The MONTCLARION should be prepared to devote an evening a week to student government meetings. This proposal may prove to be one way of eliminating the one-to-five aspect of this college.

Innovations and changes in the areas of pass-fail, independent study, the cut policy, and student review of faculty should be investigated and proposed by the SGA in coordination with faculty and administrative committees.

The need of student jobs on campus is great. The SGA should work to develop a state-wide campaign (similar to the autonomy one) in coordination with student leaders of other state colleges to persuade them to allocate more funds for campus employment.

Finally, we urge Traynor to make judicious appointments to President Richardson's administrative coordinating council. Traynor, and his defeated opponent Russ Layne, spoke in terms of a new SGA legislature (its members to be chosen next month) face several complex problems. The area of student participation in decision-making is of primary concern. The SGA should endeavor to find ways and means of involving the student community of this college in curriculum decisions that affect their role as students. Further, student-faculty decision-making structures on the academic departmental level should be instituted where they do not exist, and expanded where they do.

The MONTCLARION thinks the 40-odd committees that the SGA administration appoints students to should be examined so that useless committees can be eliminated or combined. The remaining committees should be notified weekly of bi-weekly reports to the SGA to inform the legislature of the research and/or progress of the committees.

We support Traynor's idea of a hands-off policy, colleges and universities (high school and college level) should be faced with the responsibility of community obligations.

Once again we congratulate the new officers of the SGA. The MONTCLARION offers them our assistance for the tasks to be accomplished.

The future of Montclair State University will depend upon this new SGA administration. The MONTCLARION hopes the SGA members will fully meet their responsibilities as representatives of this campus.

Once again we congratulate the new officers of the SGA. The MONTCLARION offers them our assistance for the tasks to be accomplished.

A "Hands Off" Policy

President Richard M. Nixon's lukewarm message to the academic community regarding campus disorders has merit. Disputes and disorders on America's college campuses must be solved within the academic community, Nixon stated last weekend.

Hence, it is the feeling of his administration that with the adoption of a "hands off" policy, colleges and universities must constantly reconceive themselves as a means of reform. Adolescent revolutionaries aided by a few sympathetic college professors, should theoretically channel their idealism into the perfection of the university structure. The alternative, Nixon cites, is the cutting off of federal funds to student revolutionaries.

The MONTCLARION congratulates the newly-elected officers of the Student Government Association, Ken Tracey, Greg Doucette, Dawn Sova and Joanne Hodde. And we take this opportunity to remind these officers, in particular president-elect Ken Traynor, of their serious responsibilities to the administration, faculty and especially the students of MSC.

It is thought that the 40-odd large voter turnout evidenced a wide interest in this year's elections. We believe this interest can be attributed to a campaign that evolved around issues. While it is true the personalities of the candidates were a factor in the balloting, the voting was not a popularity contest. The issue-oriented campaign should prove to be an effective catalyst to an issue-oriented administration.
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Cutting the Classes

The trend of Montclair State College toward university status affects more than just the academic commitments of the campus. The present structures of student organization will also be affected by the change.

Specifically, as the student body increases and as new academic programs are introduced to the college, the present structures of undergraduate groupings will lose their grip on the student body. The incoming SGA administration and legislature (its members to be chosen next month) face several complex problems. The area of student participation in decision-making is of primary concern. The SGA should endeavor to find ways and means of involving the student community of this college in curriculum decisions that affect their role as students. Further, student-faculty decision-making structures on the academic departmental level should be instituted where they do not exist, and expanded where they do.
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Rutgers Board Clarifies

Open Door Admissions Plan

As a result of the demands of black students at Rutgers University, the Rutgers administration has taken steps to revise the University's admissions policy. An open door policy, permitting disadvantaged students more leeway in admittance requirements, was decided upon for the University.

However, the higher education community of New Jersey should be clear on what the new policy will provide:

It is an experimental program which will not affect either standards for degrees or the number of students admitted to Rutgers' undergraduate colleges under the traditional admissions system. The Board looks on the Rutgers program as an experimental program which will provide valuable information and experience to everyone connected with higher education in New Jersey and as a supplement to the state's $4.5 million now included in the budget, primarily under the Educational Opportunity Fund, to assist disadvantaged students from throughout the state at more than 35 institutions, both public and private.
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Circulation by the men of Alpha Phi Omega

NEWS NOTE: Let's hope that actions speak louder than words.
To the Editor:
lowering the admissions standards today centers upon the topic of (admittedly through no fault of admission of underprivileged would be giving an unfair depriving some suburban youth college life and would probably happened not to live in a city) of an education.

In reference to recruiters on campus, the military organizations are not looking for "just another body" to carry on its "disgraceful" acts. Rather they seek the educated minds of college men and women who have the capability, opportunity, as well as the responsibility to help change the military attitudes and procedures involved in accomplishing the vital duties and goals that are set before those in the "service" or their country. This necessarily includes a duty and responsibility to ALL peoples of the world.

The military needs men and women who are willing to lend their knowledge and professional expertise in a new and better way, ways of carrying out the military's role in American society and to avoid such "bloody" wars as that now raging in Vietnam.

I personally invite Rotunda and any other interested and concerned MCC student to "constructively" assist at least one branch of the military service to improve the recruitment programs at SPURT and Upward Bound so that high school graduates in our city would be able to qualify at the same standards as graduates throughout the state.

I am a strong supporter of equal rights and a defender of civil rights of minority groups. But what am I doing fighting for because I am not from a ghetto am I to be deprived of an education or at least of an equal chance for that education? Karyn Sauvigne History, '70
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Barbara Fischer, Opinion Left

In my last column, I mentioned that I favored the use of creative nonviolence, David Dellinger, pacifist, editor of Liberation Magazine and chairman of the National Committee to End the War in Vietnam, enumerated five characteristics of the new nonviolence. "Nonviolence has to be against the existence of that status quo. Nonviolence has to be on the side of the victims. Nonviolence must be developed as a method of liberation. Nonviolence must seek to liberate exploiter as well as exploited people. Nonviolence must draw distinctions in types of violence." Dellinger believes that nonviolence must work, and that one of the realities, too seldom recognized, is the limitation of military power in today's society.

In the March 12 issue of the Montclarion, I noticed the letter to the editor from Mr. Jim Rotunda. Although I respect his opinion, I feel that he is one of many people who are only partially informed and aware of U.S. military responsibilities, in particular to the proposition of disassociating themselves from the military. I do not blame this situation on him or on any individual in his position, but rather on the American news media which prints or airs only what the editors, publishers, station managers, etc., feel will "sell."
Franz Kafka never cared for film. He once declared that if the eye were a window of the world, a film was an iron shutter on it. But that was because he never saw the film of the 60s' films like "The Castle" by Rudolf Noelle.

"The Castle" is Kafka's own black comedy, concerning the illogical quest by K., the "new land surveyor," to reach inside the illogical walls of the castle — the symbol of all authority and "humanity." K. is portrayed by Maximilian Schell, 1961's choice for best actor, the "Cinematograph." This is what Schell does. He does not act. He can not. Chained by Kafka's imagination was lacking as the character of the protagonist, K. K., Kafka's obviously autobiographical figure, is attempting to reach the "castle," (a hazy tower on a mountain as he looks from the ground below) by any means possible. He poses as a land surveyor and attempts to establish himself as a member of the village community, a community very hostile to him. He knows that he must be careful of anything, of泥土, of little identity of its own.

Maximilian Schell, the movie's producer and star, fails to capture the character of the protagonist, K. K., Kafka's obviously autobiographical figure, is attempting to reach the "castle," (a hazy tower on a mountain as he looks from the ground below) by any means possible. He poses as a land surveyor and attempts to establish himself as a member of the village community, a community very hostile to him. He knows that he must be careful of anything, of泥土, of little identity of its own.

Maximilian Schell as K. in "The Castle".
Students Assume Role
In TUB Administration

By Debbie May
Staff Reporter

At the beginning of this semester, six students took over the duties of staff directors of the (TUB). They are Linda Vasko, Bonnie Potter, Susan Bey, Neal Moles, John McElwain and Don Usherbo.

The Temporary Union Building (TUB) has been largely a student project from its inception last year. Mr. Michael Lowenthal, its director, encouraged student participation and helped to create an association of TUB's staff to help the building better serve MSC students.

The idea of staff directors developed out of the association. It was felt that they could be important in giving the students a larger part in the running of the TUB. Most of the directors began as members of TUB's staff and were asked to assume their new responsibilities.

Each of the directors is in charge of a specific area, such as publicity or finances. They also work together to discuss changes, make suggestions and decide on general policies. Bonnie Potter stated that they are "constantly working together to discuss changes, make suggestions and decide on general policies."

Miss Potter also said that she enjoys her new position and feels that "it is a good program, which should help students to have more of a feel for the building."

STUDENT DIRECTORS: Bonnie Potter and John McElwain enjoy their work as student supervisors of TUB.

Drop a Nickel for Your Favorite Prof

By Susan Dominski
Staff Reporter

Alpha Sigma Mu is sponsoring their second annual Mug of the Year contest in Life Hall lobby this week March 24-28. Students will vote for the professor of their choice by dropping a nickel into the canister with his name on it.

The purpose of the frat's fundraiser is to "establish a good relationship between the faculty and students," said Jim Dale, chairman of Mug of the Year. Faculty members participating in this year's competition are: Mr. W. Shadel, Mr. T. Will from the music, Dr. M. McGregor from English and Dr. R. Haas from the education department have entered. The psychology department entries include chairman, Dr. D. Brower and Dr. P. Wynn. Also on the ballot are Dr. G. Horn, physical education; Dr. B. Shore, fine arts; Dr. P. Cohen and Mr. B. Boucher from social science.

The winner, who receives the largest amount of money, will be treated to a dinner for two at the Robin Hood, will receive a personal trophy, and a circulating trophy. The winner will be announced on Friday, March 28.

The funds raised from this contest will be used for a benefits program at East Orange Veterans Hospital which will be sponsored by Alpha Sigma Mu.

Single-Sex Colleges: Are They Doomed?

By Joaquin Sanders
Newsweek Feature Service
"Keep 'em barefoot and keep 'em in the kitchen," male chauvinists used to chant. But it turned out that no one was listening, and through the years one sex-segregation barrier after another tumbled to the sound of triumphant feminine giggles and uneasy grunts of masculine acquiescence.

Now, one of the last bastions of (non-racial) separate-but-equal education is coming down. The world to be headed the way of the harpsichord, the 150-pound, and the virginial fiction heroine.

In the past year alone, 19 all-male and 35 all-female schools have either gone coed or made definite plans to do so. Of the 2,484 institutions enrolling more students, only 462 (214 male, 248 female) have resisted the blandishments of the "mixers."

Tradition Out

The trend toward overpowering, extending to every type of school in every part of the country. In Sewanee, Tenn., the University of the South is juking a 111-year-old tradition to go coed. Kenyon College, Ohio is taking a similar step. Iona College in New Rochelle, N.Y., a Catholic liberal arts institution, is now teaching its first women undergraduate.

Iona's president, Brother Joseph G. McKenna, speaks for most administrators of the new coed colleges when he sums up the reasons for the change. "The decision to admit women," he explains, "was made with the hope of providing a more stimulating intellectual and social environment."

To the segregationists, Yale's defection has come as the most crushing recent blow. Changing Times

Ten years ago, the Yale Daily News, with the apparent support of most of student body, was campaigning furiously against admitting women students. "Save Us, overcrowded condition, outraged alumni and Yale inefficiency. O Save Us from the giggling crowds, the domestic lecture and the home economics classes of a female infiltration."

But times changed. President Kingman Brewster Jnr., long suspected of being soft on female admissions, finally came right out into the open and announced that 500 girls would be enrolled in Yale's undergraduate schools in September 1969. Vassar's justification had a more determined ring. In the official announcement that the school will begin to admit male students in 1970 and will eventually work up to a 50-50 division of the sexes, the board of trustees declared: "The education of undergraduate women in isolation of men has outlived its historical justification."

Why has coeducation, which originally got its start at Oberlin College in Ohio in 1833, suddenly become the big topic in the nation's schools? Partly, of course, it is the increasing independence of women and their ever greater participation in every phase of public and business life. "Segregation of the sexes was fully consistent with our social institutions only a generation ago," says the Princeton committee. "But now in the late 1960's it is quite simply seen as anachronistic by most college students."

Economic Importance

Economics plays a part, too. The expense of converting to coeducational facilities will be heavy at first. A capital investment of $25 million, plus $215,000 additional operating costs per year, is the estimate for changing over one major university.

But single-sex schools fear that over the years they would get fewer and fewer of the more desirable students, and ultimately less and less money from graduates less successful in later life.

There are, of course, a few voices still crying in the woods against the trend. Some argue simply on the grounds of tradition for tradition's sake.

Harvard social scientist David Riesman cautions that the integrating schools may lose "some of the more gifted young men... who are frightened by women and who prefer to see them only on weekends."

And the psychiatrist-in-chief of the Yale Department of Mental Health, Dr. Robert Arnstein, fears that the presence of women students may result in "less opportunity for... the forming of close male friendships."

But perhaps the strongest force for ending the single-sex colleges lies in the permissiveness of the era. "The kids want coed schools," says one educator, "and what the kids want these days, they get."

Gamma Theta Rho Reinstalled;
Action Linked to New Major

By Arlene Dusel
Staff Reporter

MSC sophomore Bruce Kinter and Mr. Bertrand Boucher, social science department professor, have been collaborating in establishing a geography club here. According to Kinter, this newly formed club is designed to develop "further interest in geography, particularly that of New Jersey."

One of the major reasons for reactivating the club is to prepare for the geography major which will be initiated in several years. One of their main goals is to stimulate growth among the locale of Gamma Theta Rho, the national geography fraternity. It was the ninth oldest chapter in the United States until a few years ago when it went inactive.

The club plans to have speakers, field trips, films and experimental groups as an integral part of its program. There are now about 25 students actively involved in its formation. The club is open to anyone and there are no cumulative requirements. An organizational meeting will be held on Wed., April 7, at 7:30 for all those interested in membership.

By Michael Lowenthal
Encourages student participation looking for new changes and suggestions from interested students.

The directors worked diligently over semester break to redecorate the building. New color schemes were coordinated and the small alcove was transformed by a large mural, painted by staff director Linda Vasko. They are now conducting a survey in an attempt to find more worthwhile suggestions. Miss Potter also said that she enjoys her new position and feels that "it is a good program, which should help students to have more of a feel for the building."
Richardson Writes

Students Need Beliefs, Teachers Should Lead

What today's students need, according to Dr. Thomas Richardson, president of MSC is "something to believe in," and he calls upon professors "to provide leadership in the fixing of beliefs" and "in showing the virtue of belief.' And "in showing the virtue of relativeness can be great qualities of the nature of man. Students must live in a world of belief; they even need old beliefs before they can discard them for better beliefs." According to Dr. Richardson, "an older idealism" has "battled with a vigorous realism to see which would determine the subject before becoming an administrator, sees the integration of the intellectual and humanistic." If he is to be sane, stable and to develop a better self-image and "hero" as a way of helping them raise their aspirations. The urban centers will be conducted by the American Institutes for Research and Robertson, Dredemeier or Dr. Lawrence Kenyon in the education office. This era of objectivity, when the psychologists prove the cultural psychologists prove the cultural and historical relativity of beliefs, we not that we can live adequate lives without beliefs. . . . My thesis has been simple: it is in the nature of man to have beliefs. He is to be saved, stable and productive he must have convictions and values." This has been the case, he says, with all great men, whether in science or humanity. Dr. Richardson makes no reference to the restiveness and protest sweeping many college campuses. Instead, he asks: "How do we achieve a wholesome integration of the intellectual and emotional side of man?" and concludes: "Insight into this dilemma will come from the arts as well as the sciences; it will come from the studio as well as the laboratory."

Scottish Plains Experiment

Scottish Plains Experiment

Set for 1970

The Scottish Plains experiment, which involves a full semester of student teaching, will be offered again during this fall and spring semester next year.

Students will earn eight semester hour credit from student teaching, three from education 421 and three from education 445. Additional independent study course may be taken by special arrangement.

Meeting off-campus, the courses and their supervision will be handled by members of the education department who will be assigned to each of the following centers on a full-time basis: East Orange—Orange Newark, Paterson-Passaic and Plainfield.

Students who prefer not to teach in the Scottish Plains experiment may sign up for Paramus-Fair Lawn, Scotch Plains or West Caldwell-Verona.

The urban centers will be subsidized by funds from the New Jersey Urban Education Corporation. Benefits from this and other sources may be available to provide stipends for those choosing to work in urban centers.

All juniors will receive information from the program in the spring of the year and the program teacher. Further information can be obtained from Dr. Karen Van Beurden, Diane Buselli, Karen Van Bavel or Dr. David Alloway in the education office.

Welding technology is a new course in the industrial arts department. It obtained state approval, enabling MSC students to become certified to do welding in high schools. Mr. Joseph Savage, who teaches the welding course, said: "We tried for quite a while to get it approved. It was in the forming state for the last year and a half!"

For certification by the state of New Jersey, a college welding course must meet specific standards. There must be 72 hours of work — 36 hours of gas welding and 36 hours of electric arc welding. The MSC course meets the requirements.

Savage said that welding technology "definitely enhances the opportunity for the students to obtain not only a working knowledge but a technical background. "It is in an ever expanding metal-working field."

Specialists in industry have aided the course. The Linda Division of Union Carbide has given gas welding assistance.

According to Dr. Thom Richardson, president of MSC is something to believe in, and he called upon professors "to provide leadership in the fixing of beliefs" and "in showing the virtue of belief." In a lead article in the current issue of School and Society, Dr. Richardson writes: "Testamentiveness and relativeness can be great virtues in school, but they can also be disturbing and frustrating qualities in a scholar teacher. Students need in a world of belief, they need old beliefs before they can discard them for better beliefs."

Placing his remarks in historical context, Dr. Richardson refers to "an older idealism" that has "battled with a vigorous realism to see which would determine the curriculum and even the method of teaching in our schools." For many years, he notes, "education has been a battle for the realists, with its emphasis on objectiveism and impartiality — with its emphasis on the need to impersonalize and the virtue of seeing both sides of the story."

Dr. Richardson was trained in philosophy and taught that subject before becoming an administrator, sees the integration of the intellectual and humanistic." If he is to be sane, stable and to develop a better self-image and "hero" as a way of helping them raise their aspirations. The urban centers will be conducted by the American Institutes for Research and Robertson, Dredemeier or Dr. Lawrence Kenyon in the education office. This era of objectivity, when the psychologists prove the cultural psychologists prove the cultural and historical relativity of beliefs, we not that we can live adequate lives without beliefs. . . . My thesis has been simple: it is in the nature of man to have beliefs. He is to be saved, stable and productive he must have convictions and values." This has been the case, he says, with all great men, whether in science or humanity. Dr. Richardson makes no reference to the restiveness and protest sweeping many college campuses. Instead, he asks: "How do we achieve a wholesome integration of the intellectual and emotional side of man?" and concludes: "Insight into this dilemma will come from the arts as well as the sciences; it will come from the studio as well as the laboratory."

What today's students need, according to Dr. Thomas Richardson, president of MSC is "something to believe in," and he calls upon professors "to provide leadership in the fixing of beliefs" and "in showing the virtue of belief." And "in showing the virtue of relativeness can be great qualities of the nature of man. Students must live in a world of belief; they even need old beliefs before they can discard them for better beliefs." According to Dr. Richardson, "an older idealism" has "battled with a vigorous realism to see which would determine the subject before becoming an administrator, sees the integration of the intellectual and humanistic." If he is to be sane, stable and to develop a better self-image and "hero" as a way of helping them raise their aspirations. The urban centers will be conducted by the American Institutes for Research and Robertson, Dredemeier or Dr. Lawrence Kenyon in the education office.
Chairmen Chosen for Carnival '69
‘Epochs in Time: Man on Parade’

By Rich Ramesnik
News Editor

Work on this year’s Carnival has already begun under the direction of the Carnival chairmen, Joanne Hodde and Jerry Benn.

This year’s theme will be “Epochs in Time: Man On Parade.” Joanne explained that the theme will “try to capture the great periods and ages in man’s history.” To date, about 40 organizations have indicated they will participate in Carnival.

Joanne hopes that as people walk through Carnival, they will see reflected in the booths a walk through Carnival, they will see reflected in the booths a walk through the booths a walk through time: the Stone Age, the Industrial Revolution and even conjectures about the future.

Letters are being sent to MSC’s first-year alumni, inviting them to Carnival. Joanne and the others involved in Carnival plan to organize a pre-Carnival campaign with “Pray Sunshine” buttons to insure fair weather for the Carnival weekend.

Carnival has been set for May 9 and 10; the time will be from 5 p.m.-12 a.m. on Friday and from noon to midnight on Saturday. The location will be the parking lot between the amphitheatre and Panzer Gym.

The committee chairmen assisting Joanne and Benn this year are: financial, Ken Traynor and Pam Lamon; secretarial, Jane Lass and Ellen Mordinow; publicity, Greg Doucette and Ellen Mordinow; tickets, Goody Merkl and Wayne Tutzauer.

Institute Will Train Teachers And Principals

By Arlene Petty
Staff Reporter

The Arts-Humanities Leadership Training Institute, a program sponsored by Classroom Renaissance, tries basically to fill the needs of the communities in New Jersey which are looking for arts-humanities centered programs to become part of their public schools. Teachers and principals from public grade schools participate in the 15 session course.

More specifically, the goals of the Institute as stated in their flyer, are: "to develop and integrate the arts and humanities into school programs, to erase time-space boundaries around subject matter and point up means of integrating our knowledge into meaningful, alive experience in the classroom."

This year, MSC has given its Studio Theatre for use by the program. On 15 specified days, usually Thursdays, the 45 participants meet in the theater from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. The teachers are excused from school for the all-day meeting. MSC also has some professors who are working with the group, such as Dr. Samuel Wasser, who teaches sociology, and Dr. Jerome Rockwood of the speech department.

This leadership course costs nothing, unless the teacher wishes to take it for graduate study. A paper and extra work would be required, as well as a registration fee, payable to the college. Any undergraduate student, though, may visit the program on any of the 15 days.

Tomorrow, Dr. Sidney Simon, associate professor of curriculum and instruction at Temple University, will be lecturing. After that, the meeting days will be April 17 and 24. On May 1 and 3, group process programs will be held, and May 8 will be devoted to a summary of the program.

Playtex invents the first-day tampon
(We took the inside out to show you how different it is.)

Outside: it’s softer and silky (not cardboardy). Inside: it’s so extra absorbent...it even protects on your first day. Your worst day!

In every battle against the cardboardy kind... the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent. Actually 45% more absorbent on the average than the leading regular tampon. Because it’s different. Actually adjusts to you.

It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap is almost zero!

Try it fast.
Why live in the past?

MSC Graduates Score
In Teaching Skills

Montclair State graduates make good marks as teachers, a survey conducted by the college’s education department reveals. The department, which makes an annual check with principals on the degree of teaching success achieved by its graduates after more than a year of teaching, just released figures on members of the class of 1966. Ninety-five per cent of the teachers received a below-average or above in instructional skill by principals responding to the questionnaire.

Of this number, 26 per cent received a rating of excellent: 47 per cent, above average; and 22 per cent, average. Four per cent received a below-average rating, and one per cent, failure. Ratings for teachers in suburban schools were: 27 per cent, excellent; 47 per cent, above average; 21 per cent, average; four per cent, below average; and one per cent, failure. For urban teachers, the percentages, in the same order, were: 12, 46, 35, four, and four.

Dr. Ralph Walter, chairman of the department of education, said that ratings in other categories corresponded closely to those in instructional skill, which he termed “the most vital” consideration in evaluating a teacher’s work.

The number of 1966 graduates rated above average and excellent (73 per cent) was the highest in the history of the survey. Corresponding figures for recent years were: 67 per cent for 1965, 70 for 1964 and 67 for 1963.

Revised Dorm Rules
Mean More Freedom

The Women’s Inter-Dormitory Council appointed a sub-committee to discuss and evaluate the current curfew system affecting women students in the residence halls and in off-campus homes.

The committee was composed of representatives from each of the women’s residence halls, desk assistants, resident assistants, Chicco exchange students, representatives from the Women’s Off-Campus Advisory Board; it was chaired by a member of the Women’s Inter-Dormitory Council.

A letter was sent to 16 representative colleges and universities to see where MSC’s curfew policy stood in relation to other schools and to gather ideas that might be applicable to MSC.

Also, a questionnaire was distributed to the 423 women resident students. This was done to gather the opinions and suggestions of the women so that the committee’s recommendations would adequately reflect the feelings of the students who would be affected by any change in curfew.

On the basis of the letter and questionnaire, the sub-committee presented recommendations to the Women’s Inter-Dormitory Council on March 4. At this time, Women’s Inter-Dormitory voted unanimously to accept the proposal for the curfew revision pending final approval by the women’s residence hall directors, women’s housing staff and the dean of students.

The revised hours for women have been in effect since March 14. The freshman curfew is 12 p.m. on Sunday, 1:00 a.m. on Monday through Thursday with 30 late hours per semester. All upperclassmen curfews are 1 a.m. Sunday through Thursday.

A two a.m. curfew is for all classes on Friday and Saturday.

Overnights are unlimited for seniors and 16 overnights per semester are allowed for all other classes.

Staff Photo by Peter Napierowski
CARNIVAL CO-CHAIRMEN: Joanne Hodde and Jerry Benn are busy planning the 1969 Carnival to be held on May 9 and 10.
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DELTA THETA PSI
We would like to welcome Mrs. Lucille Fink who joins Mrs. Frances Castiglione as our adviser for this year. Both of our advisers are sincerely appreciated.

Chi, '68.

Joan Blaine, '69, to Ed Pugh, Psi Omega, Lambda Chi Delta, '68, who was elected captain of the football team and treasurer, and holding such offices, we hope to obtain a good response from our alumni. We are very pleased with the attendance of so many Delta alumni, particularly Bonnie Levine, treasurer; Karen Enloe, recording secretary; Phyllis Bussell, editor; Linda Manetta, editor; Regina Riccio, parliamentarian; Shirley Warin, historian; Nikki Pettit, recorder; and Sue Mayer, R.E.S.C. representative. Thank you to all those Delta alums who have attended, and to all our beautiful women basketball players.

Engaged
Eline Janiello, '69, to Sam Rosman, Lamba Chi Delta, '68, Joan Blaine, '69, to Ed Pugh, Psi Omega, Lambda Chi Delta, '68, who was elected captain of the football team and treasurer, and holding such offices, we hope to obtain a good response from our alumni. We are very pleased with the attendance of so many Delta alumni, particularly Bonnie Levine, treasurer; Karen Enloe, recording secretary; Phyllis Bussell, editor; Linda Manetta, editor; Regina Riccio, parliamentarian; Shirley Warin, historian; Nikki Pettit, recorder; and Sue Mayer, R.E.S.C. representative. Thank you to all those Delta alums who have attended, and to all our beautiful women basketball players.

DELTA SIGMA CHI
Belated congratulations and best wishes to our new officers:

Mary Jane Thorne, president; Sandra Sperlein, vice-president; Bonnie Levine, treasurer; Karen Enloe, recording secretary; Phyllis Bussell, editor; Linda Manetta, editor; Regina Riccio, parliamentarian; Shirley Warin, historian; Nikki Pettit, recorder; and Sue Mayer, R.E.S.C. representative.

Engaged
Sharon Miller, '69, to Chico O'Neal, '67, Gamma Delta Chi, '68, and to Marcio Rolo, alumni secretary; Sue Luyker, '69, to Steve Luyker.

Pinned
Loretta Gbild, '71, to Mike Tansey, '70, Seton Hall; Pat Moran, '71, to Paul Schmidt, '69, Beta Epsilon Tau.

KAPPA PHI DELPHI
Kappa is currently looking forward to all the upcoming spring activities. Mary Lou Girotelli and Suzanne Budnick did a beautiful job in planning our Spring Tea. Sarah Jane Lynch and Paulette Pelletini did an equally good job in planning our Spring Picnic. We really enjoyed meeting all the girls.

We are all proud of Ellen Fitzpatrick, who did one super job in the Miss Montclair State Contest. Yea Fitz!

Engaged
Carole Di Camillo to Raymond Villanon, Chi Sigma Chi;ño; John Connors, to Dr. John Husdon, '70; Phi Sigma Epsilon.

Our special congratulations to the following:

Pinned
Dr. Quintana, professor of anthropology, one of eight faculty members who have organized one of the first interdisciplinary programs on this campus. It will debut at MSC this fall after nine months of planning.

The interdisciplinary studies syllabus will focus on the interaction of cultural anthropology, geography, and history. Although designed for liberal arts students, education courses may be taken in conjunction with the course requirements. Freedom of course selection is the keynote, with only nine credits specifically prescribed in the subject field.

The curriculum committee, which will feature guest lectures by cultural geographers. Other organizations offering is "Ethnohistory and Anthropology," which will feature guest lectures by cultural geographers. The course offered at Montclair with special emphasis in English, social science, science and mathematics.

Applications should be made in person as soon as possible with the student affairs office.

The transcultural studies program will be careers in government, service, foreign service, museum curation, social work, volunteer services, and teaching, according to the faculty committee. It will also serve as excellent background for the students who graduate from this program.

The transcultural studies program will be careers in government, service, foreign service, museum curation, social work, volunteer services, and teaching, according to the faculty committee. It will also serve as excellent background for the students who graduate from this program.

Present freshmen and sophomores are eligible for admittance to the program, which requires 33 credits. In addition, many courses will be open as electives for interested non-majors.

Existing courses such as the introduction to anthropology and geography and being modified to fit the syllabus. An example of a more advanced course is "Ethnohistory and Anthropology," which will feature guest lectures by cultural geographers. Also to be offered is a course in "Independent Transcultural Studies." A tutorial course with no class meetings, it will emphasize directed reading, advanced independent study and written papers on transcultural topics not offered in the curriculum. On the faculty are Dr. Quintana and Mrs. Marcha P. Tatkon, anthropologist; Mrs. Sofia G. Hinshawbrook and Mr. Bertrand P. Boucher, geographers; Dr. Lois More and Dr. Philip S. Cohen, historians; Dr. Ernest B. Fincher, political scientist and Dr. Lois G. Floyd, psychologist.

All have field experience in the cultural aspects of their respective areas.

MSC Studies Abroad Offered

Monclair State College will again offer opportunities for a semester of study with full credit toward graduation at the University of Copenhagen, Denmark, and five college and university programs in Great Britain.

The University of Copenhagen program provides for a semester of study from late January to early June. The program will be taught in English by Danish professors. Sixteen semester hours will be credited toward the A.B. degree from MSC. The total cost for the spring semester in Denmark will be $1,395, including round-trip transportation from New York to Copenhagen, full tuition, room and board.

The British program will take place during the fall term and will offer 16 semester credit hours.

Students Plan for WABC's 'President of Year' Contest

The freshmen and sophomore classes of MSC are making plans for the President of the Year Contest to be sponsored by WABC. The contest involves sending three by five index cards indicating Dr. Quintana as the President of the Year. The student who submitted the most index cards will win the contest.

As soon as the contest is announced on radio, tables will be set up in Life Hall for the distribution of index cards to interested students and organizations. The cards can be purchased at a cost of $1 for 1000 cards from the fiscus and sophomore classes who are buying the cards in bulk.

All Class I and Class II organizations, including dorms, classes, sororities, fraternities and other organizations, are urged to participate in the contest. The MSC planning committee hopes to achieve a "sub-contest" between organizations on campus.

The organization submitting the most index cards will be presented with an award.

Pi's Follies Antics Delight Over 1500

The women of Chi Kappa Xi (above) present "Pi's Follies" antics delight over 1500 guests. The object of his affection, Darla (Linda Rusignuolo). The women of Chi Kappa Xi (above) present "Pi's Follies" antics delight over 1500 guests. The object of his affection, Darla (Linda Rusignuolo).

The transcultural studies program will be careers in government, service, foreign service, museum curation, social work, volunteer services, and teaching, according to the faculty committee. It will also serve as excellent background for the students who graduate from this program.

Present freshmen and sophomores are eligible for admittance to the program, which requires 33 credits. In addition, many courses will be open as electives for interested non-majors.

Existing courses such as the introduction to anthropology and geography and being modified to fit the syllabus. An example of a more advanced course is "Ethnohistory and Anthropology," which will feature guest lectures by cultural geographers. Also to be offered is a course in "Independent Transcultural Studies." A tutorial course with no class meetings, it will emphasize directed reading, advanced independent study and written papers on transcultural topics not offered in the curriculum. On the faculty are Dr. Quintana and Mrs. Marcha P. Tatkon, anthropologist; Mrs. Sofia G. Hinshawbrook and Mr. Bertrand P. Boucher, geographers; Dr. Lois More and Dr. Philip S. Cohen, historians; Dr. Ernest B. Fincher, political scientist and Dr. Lois G. Floyd, psychologist.

All have field experience in the cultural aspects of their respective areas.

MSC Studies Abroad Offered

Monclair State College will again offer opportunities for a semester of study with full credit toward graduation at the University of Copenhagen, Denmark, and five college and university programs in Great Britain.

The University of Copenhagen program provides for a semester of study from late January to early June. The program will be taught in English by Danish professors. Sixteen semester hours will be credited toward the A.B. degree from MSC. The total cost for the spring semester in Denmark will be $1,395, including round-trip transportation from New York to Copenhagen, full tuition, room and board.

The British program will take place during the fall term and will offer 16 semester credit hours.

Students Plan for WABC's 'President of Year' Contest

The freshmen and sophomore classes of MSC are making plans for the President of the Year Contest to be sponsored by WABC. The contest involves sending three by five index cards indicating Dr. Quintana as the President of the Year. The student who submitted the most index cards will win the contest.

As soon as the contest is announced on radio, tables will be set up in Life Hall for the distribution of index cards to interested students and organizations. The cards can be purchased at a cost of $1 for 1000 cards from the fiscus and sophomore classes who are buying the cards in bulk.

All Class I and Class II organizations, including dorms, classes, sororities, fraternities and other organizations, are urged to participate in the contest. The MSC planning committee hopes to achieve a "sub-contest" between organizations on campus.

The organization submitting the most index cards will be presented with an award.

Pi's Follies Antics Delight Over 1500

The women of Chi Kappa Xi (above) present "Pi's Follies" antics delight over 1500 guests. The object of his affection, Darla (Linda Rusignuolo). The women of Chi Kappa Xi (above) present "Pi's Follies" antics delight over 1500 guests. The object of his affection, Darla (Linda Rusignuolo).
Arvi Saar Named to NCAA All-American Team

Montclair's soccer team has produced its first All-American, Arvi Saar. The star center halfback was named by the National Soccer Coaches Association to the 1968 NCAA All-American soccer team.

Saar led the team to the NCAA Eastern Regional final where they lost to Springfield College, but where Saar was named to that tournament's all-star team. He has also been selected to the Tri-State All-Star second team and to the first team of the New Jersey State College Conference.

Trackstars Impress At College Relays

By Rich Orloff

Sports Staff

Montclair State's improving track squad put up an impressive showing last Saturday at the Collegiate Track Championships held at Queen's College.

Transfer Paul Drew led the squad in the 220-yard dash, where he finished in 22.0. Drew also ran leg one in the 880-yard relay, in which the team finished fourth. Drew's time of 22.0 is a new high jump mark for the meet by leaping six feet-four inches. He also took a third in the frosh 60-yard hurdles, while Tom Reaves and Vic Mizzone led the frosh.

Reaves set a new high jump mark at the meet by leaping six feet-four inches. He also took a third in the frosh 60-yard hurdles, while Tom Reaves and Vic Mizzone led the frosh.

Mizzone also had a fine day. He captured a fifth in the 1000-yard and a sixth in the two mile. Vic also, along with Demetrios Morris and Tom Cianck, ran a leg of the 220-yard relay, in which the team finished second.

The sports staff of the Montclarion would appreciate any comments that any sports fans would like to voice. This includes criticism of athletes as well as of the sports page. Send all letters to the Montclairian Sports Editor, Second Floor, Life Hall, Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, N.J., 07042.
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Luther Bowen, second highest all-time scorer in MSC’s 41-year history, was named to the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference’s Division III All-East basketball team.

Bowen, at 5-foot-9, was the smallest member of the 10 player squad picked by ECAC. It was the fourth major poll team that Bowen has been named to in recent weeks.

In addition to the ECAC quintet, Bowen was also named to the New Jersey State College Conference, New Jersey Basketball Writers College Division, and All-Metropolitan College Division All-Star teams.

The senior from East Orange, New Jersey led the Indians in scoring with 570 points for an average of 21.1 per game. The sharp shooting guard scored 233 field goals and 124 foul shots.

During his career at Montclair State, Bowen scored 1858 points to take over second place in all-time scoring. The Indians all-time scorer is Bob Gleason with 1916 points.

The former East Orange High School star is only the third player in Montclair State’s 41-year history of intercollegiate basketball to be leading season scorer three consecutive years. Other players to accomplish this have been Al Gifford (1946-48) and Nick Petri (1957-60).

In addition to taking over second place in all-time scoring, Bowen established a new career mark for the most field goals with 717. The old mark was 708, set by Gleason.

The Indians captain played a key role in Montclair State’s best record in 41 years this past season winning 24 and only losing three games.

He was picked up as the most valuable player in the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s College Division Tournament at Syracuse, New York and also made the all-tourney team.

Montclair State won the East Regional NCAA title by downing LeMoyne and Wagner College.

Other players named to the team were Don Schler of Delaware Valley, Ed Hoffman of the United States Merchant Marine Academy, Ed Skwara of Quinnipiac, William Reilly of Mercy M.A., Bob McClure of Muhlenberg, Marv Lewis of Southhampton, Ron Riodan of New Haven, Ed McFarland of Bowdoin and Jack Ford of Maryland State.

Bowen Tops Off Season
With ECAC Eastern Title

Frosh Baseball Team Opens at Fordham

A schedule calling for 18 games, opening at Fordham University on Tuesday, April 8, has been announced for the Montclair State College 1969 freshman baseball team by Bill Dioguardi, director of athletics.

The Indians’ yearling-nine will play 10 games on the road, including a weekend trip south to play the University of Delaware at Dover, Delaware on Friday, April 11 and the U.S. Naval Academy’s “B” team on Sat., April 12 at Annapolis, Md.

The only doubleheader is scheduled for Saturday, May 17 against Ocean County College at Upper Montclair, the final date of the season.

Teams appearing on the freshman schedule for the first time include Columbia University, Manhattan College and Wagner College.

The 1969 Freshman Schedule:

April 8—At Fordham University; 11—At the University of Delaware; 12—At U.S. Naval Academy “B”; 16—Rutgers (New Brunswick); 18—Rockland Community College; 19—St. Peter’s College; 21—Fairleigh Dickinson University; 22—At Columbia University; 24—At Manhattan College; 26—Queens College; 28—At Rockland Community College.

May 2—At Fairleigh Dickinson University; 3—Wagner College; 6—At St. Peter’s College; 8—At Queens College; 13—At Wagner College; 17—Ocean County College (2).

SPORTS QUIZ

1. Name the field goal kicker on the Roger Staubach led Navy team of 1963.
2. When Bob Hayes played football at Florida A. and M. the entire backfield ran the 100 in under 10 seconds. Name them.
3. What pitcher in the ‘50’s and ‘60’s was known as the “Yankee-Killer”?
4. What pitcher hit Tony Conigliaro in the eye, forcing him to sit out last season?
5. What do Leo Durocher, George “Papa Bear” Halas, Murray Dickson and Gordon Windhorn have in common?
6. Match the name with the nickname:
   Ray Scott — Peria Jet
   Walt Frazier — Chink
   Chet Walker — Clyde
   Which NBA player quit college to play on the Harlem Globetrotters?
8. Who held the home run record before Ruth hit his 60th? How many did he hit?
9. Who won the first annual disk jockey game at Yankee Stadium?
10. Which Temple star turned down an NFL contract for show business?

See answers on page 8.
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'Sanduch' Named Frog BB Coach

Baseball’s newest face is Alex (Sanduch) Tornillo, named as freshman baseball coach for the 1969 diamond campaign by athletic director William F. Dioguardi.

A graduate of Montclair High School, he is one of the leading developers of baseball in the city of Montclair. “Sanduch” coached the JVs for eight years, Montclair A.A. for 20 years and the Montclair Athletics in the Essex County Baseball League for two years. In addition he assisted Clary Anderson at Vermont where they managed semi-pro’s in the early 50’s.

His nickname, “Sanduch,” was given him so long ago, its origin is unknown. It means saint in French and king in Italian.
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